
 

  

DiMarzio X2N  

*****  
DiMARZIO, INC.  

1388 Richmond Terrace  
Post Office Box 100387  
Staten Island, NY 10310  

Toll Free Order Desk (outside NYC): 800-221-6468  
Customer Service (and NYC orders): 718-981-9286  

Technical Assistance (12:00 PM - 5:00 PM ET): 718-816-8112  
Fax: 718-720-5296 

Important: Read all of the following instructions before proceeding. If any 
questions or problems arise, you may refer them directly to us. 

The X2N has a very powerful magnet structure, so it is not necessary 
to adjust the pickup close to the strings for maximum performance. 
Because of the differences in string gauges and string tension 
between individual guitars, it is not possible to recommend a specific 
distance for pickup height. However, it is advisable to adjust the X2N 
far enough from the strings so that the string vibration will not be 
affected by the pickup's magnetic field. This is usually noticeable on 
the wound strings, and produces a wavering sound, particularly when 
the higher notes are played. The bass side of the pickup should be 
lowered until the wavering disappears. The treble side of the pickup 
can be adjusted closer to the strings. This may make the pickup 
appear tilted, but there is nothing wrong with this, as the treble strings 
usually produce less volume than the bass strings. Tilting the bass 
side away from the strings will help balance individual string volume.  

Fender, Stratocaster, Strat, Telecaster, Tele, Precision Bass, P-Bass, Jazz Bass 
and J-Bass are registered trademarks of Fender Musical Instrument Corp., with 
which DiMarzio, Inc. is not affiliated. Les Paul and Les Paul Junior are registered 
trademarks of Gibson Guitar Corp., with which DiMarzio, Inc. is not affiliated. Parker 
Fly is a registered trademark of Parker Guitars, with which DiMarzio, Inc. is not 
affiliated. 
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